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Abstract

Understanding how cells migrate individually and collectively during development and cancer metastasis can be
significantly aided by a computation tool to accurately measure not only cellular migration speed, but also migration
direction and changes in migration direction in a temporal and spatial manner. We have developed such a tool for cell
migration researchers, named Pathfinder, which is capable of simultaneously measuring the migration speed, migration
direction, and changes in migration directions of thousands of cells both instantaneously and over long periods of time
from fluorescence microscopy data. Additionally, we demonstrate how the Pathfinder software can be used to quantify
collective cell migration. The novel capability of the Pathfinder software to measure the changes in migration direction of
large populations of cells in a spatiotemporal manner will aid cellular migration research by providing a robust method for
determining the mechanisms of cellular guidance during individual and collective cell migration.
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Introduction

Cellular migration has been shown to be an important process

in cancer progression, development, tissue repair, and immune

response [1–10]. As a result, a plethora of research has been

performed to identify the molecular mechanisms behind how

individual cells achieve migration, as well as how neighboring cells

migrate cooperatively in collective migration (reviewed in [11–13]

and [14], respectively). Collective migration is defined as the

ability of physically interacting cells to adopt a common migration

direction [14,15]. Like individual cell migration, the collective

migration of cells has been shown to be an important process in

cancer progression, development and wound repair [16–23]. Such

collective behavior results from each cell responding to the

environmental stimuli of neighboring cells, in addition to non-cell

environmental stimuli [4,5,14,15,17,19,20,24–32]. Although a

relatively large amount of research has been conducted to

determine mechanisms behind individual cell migration, far less

is known about exactly how cells migrate collectively. Further-

more, there is no standard method in the literature to quantify the

‘collectiveness’ behavior during collective migration [33–35].

Previous research into individual cell migration has revealed

important fundamental mechanisms by which cells migrate. For

instance, when an individual cell migrates on a two-dimensional

(2D) surface, it projects a front end extension that can either be

broad (termed a llamelipodia) or with multiple spike-like exten-

sions (termed fillipodia), which are the result of coordinated

polymerization, depolymerization, and branching of the actin

cytoskeleton [12,24,36–46]. Such coordination of actin dynamics

is controlled by local recruitment of cell polarity maintain proteins,

such as CDC42/Rac and Rho, which either directly or indirectly

regulate actin structure, polymerization, and attachment to the

extracellular matrix [37,38,47–51]. The attachment of the actin

cytoskeleton is largely mediated by protein complexes, termed

focal adhesions, which anchor the actin cytoskeleton to trans

membrane integrin receptors and the extracellular matrix [52].

The assembly of focal adhesions allows for the cell to successfully

attach a front end extension to the extracellular matrix and the

disassembly of focal adhesions allows a cell to detach the rear

during rear end retraction [53–55]. Focal adhesion turnover and

the resulting changes to the actin cytoskeleton are regulated by

several kinase activities, including focal adhesion kinase (FAK), Src

kinase and Rho GTPase [12,56–60]. The temporal and spatial

regulation of both the actinomyosin skeleton and focal adhesions

are regulated by a complex combination of growth factor signaling

and extracellular matrix protein activities, which influence the

speed of actin and focal adhesion dynamics, ultimately influencing

how fast a cell can migrate [61,62].

Our current understanding of the biochemical mechanisms

underlying cellular migration have been primarily the result of in

vitro studies conducted in 2D cell culture model systems [2,11–

13,24,31,32,38,40–43,54,56,57,60,62–70]. However, several crit-

ical biochemical activities governing cell migration have proven to

play similar roles in three dimensional (3D) model systems and in

vivo. For instance, in 2D, 3D and in vivo experiments, CDC42/Rac

activity determine cellular polarity [71,72]. Similarly, FAK kinase

mediates cellular migration both in 2D and 3D assays [73–75]. As
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a result, investigations performed in 2D assays have shed light on

biochemical mechanisms that have proven to have physiological

relevance. However, recent research has also revealed that there is

significant difference in cell migration machinery between cells in

2D versus 3D [75–77]. Although the conclusions made in 2D

migration studies will always require confirmation of physiological

relevance in in vivo studies, they remain a valuable tool for initial

investigations into the molecular mechanisms behind cellular

migration compared to 3D and in vivo studies because they allow

for tight control of experimental conditions and more accurate

observation of cellular migration behavior at single cell resolution

without the use of relatively complex microscopes, such as two-

photon and confocal microscopes. Many of the concerns about

discrepancies in biochemical mechanisms behind 2D and 3D

motility may prove to be overcome by imaging individual cell

motility in 2D on soft extracellular matrices, which have been

shown to be more closely similar to in vivo tissues than plastic or

glass cell culture plates [78].

The behavior of migrating cells can be characterized by

migration speed, migration direction, and migration persistence

(the ability of a cell to maintain its migration direction). In 2D

studies, the measurement of cell migration behavior is conducted

by either manual cell tracking [79–81] or automated cell tracking

[31,32,61,82–85]. Such cell tracking experiments have not only

shed light on how a cell achieves migration, but also have shown

that cells can undergo chemotaxis towards a localized biochemical

signals [20,86,87]. In these studies, a Dunn Chamber is used to

present a chemokine gradient to cells, where cells migrate

upstream of Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) and Urokinase

Plasminogen Activator (uPA) gradients [88]. Such studies into how

cells achieve chemotaxis highlight the need for cell migration

tracking programs to not only calculate the speed and persistence

of cells, but also to report the direction and changes in direction

during cellular migration.

Although several computational tools exist that allow for

automated cell tracking of individual cells in time-lapse micros-

copy videos (Fig. 1), these tools focus almost entirely on either the

speed or persistence (ability to maintain a migration direction) or a

cell. We have developed an automated high throughput cell

tracking software, named Pathfinder, which is capable of

simultaneously measuring and reporting cellular migration speed,

migration direction and changes in migration direction of

thousands of fluorescently labeled cells for an unlimited number

of microscopy videos. The Pathfinder software has two improved

features that distinguish it from previous cell motility computa-

tional tools, as the Pathfinder output is able to report instanta-

neous cell migration direction and changes in cellular migration

direction. Although the cellular migration field has elucidated

many fundamental mechanisms behind cellular migration, there

are several key questions that remain to be answered. Specifically,

‘how does a cell select a migration direction?’ and ‘what makes a

cell change direction?’ Answering these questions will require the

ability to study the migration direction and changes in migration

direction at single cell and instantaneous resolution. Additionally,

we explain how measurements of cellular migration direction can

be used to quantify collective migration. In summary, the

Pathfinder software aims to propel the cell migration field forward

in both the mechanistic understanding of individual cell migration,

as well as collective cell migration by allowing researchers to fully

characterize cell migration behavior in an automated and high

throughput manner.

Methods

Fluorescent Labeling of Cells, Cell Culture and Cellular
Imaging

Stable transgenic HaCaT (Cell Lines Services, Germany) and

MDA-MB-231 (ATCC, HTB-26) cell lines were fluorescently

labeled via retroviral mediated gene transfer of mCherry-Histone

H2B using the pRex-mCherry-H2B plasmid. For all experiments,

cells were cultured in DMEM lacking phenolphthalein red and

supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 Units/mL penicillin

and 100 mg/mL streptomycin. For low density assays, cells were

plated at an average density of 300 cells/mm2 for both HaCaT

and MDA-MB-231 cells. For confluent monolayer experiments,

HaCaT cells were plated at an average density of 1000 cells/mm2.

For epithelial sheet assays, HaCaT cells were plated at an average

density of 1200 cells/mm2 for 3 hours at 37uC, after which half of

partially adherent cells were manually removed using a 200 ml

pipet tip. Transforming Growth Factor-Beta (TGFb) stimulations

were conducted with 100 pM ligand, while EGF stimulations were

conducted with 100 nM ligand. An ImageXpress MicroXL high

throughput wide-field fluorescence microscope (Molecular Devic-

es) was used for imaging experiments at 37uC and 5% CO2. All

microscopy videos were acquired with a frame rate of one frame

every seven minutes, in the mCherry fluorescence channel at a

magnification of 106, where each pixel represents 1.314 mm at a

pixel binning of 262. The accompanying MetaXpress software

was used to compile video files from time-lapse images for each

well of a 96 well plate.

Programming, Input Parameters, and Output for the
Pathfinder Software

The Pathfinder software (https://universityofcolorado.box.

com/s/qzs6nos4470sjfsaw8wg and Data S1) was written in the

Java programming language. User specification is required for cell

radius (pixels), minimum track length, the interval of frames for

desired calculations (frame n –frame n+a, where a represents the

number of frames to skip for calculations), percentage of pixels in

the video that represent cells, and the directory path for the folder

containing .avi files (Fig. S1). The output for each video file is a

single Excel spreadsheet (Fig. S2 and Data S2). The Pathfinder

software requires only decompression of the attached .zip file and

installation of JAVA runtime environment on either a 32-bit or 64-

bit Windows Machine. Please note that use of pathfinder on a 64-

bit machine allows for higher memory use in Java, which allows

for analysis of greater numbers of cells in a single video.

Calculation of Migration Parameters, Persistence Time
and Nearest Neighbor Analyses

Cellular speed was calculated as the displacement of a cell

(pixels) over 1 frame. Conversion to mm/hour is determined by the

following equation:

Conversion Factor~
(Camera Pixel Size|Binning Factor)

(Magnification Factor|Frame Rate)

The Angle of Trajectory was calculated from the following

discontinuous equations:

if (dxw0,dyw0),then htrajectory~360{ArcTAN
dy

dx

� �

Analysis of Cellular Migration
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if (dxw0,dyv0),then htrajectory~{ArcTAN
dy

dx

� �

if (dxv0,dyw0),then htrajectory~180{ArcTAN
dy

dx

� �

if (dxv0,dyv0),then htrajectory~180{ArcTAN
dy

dx

� �

if (dx~0,dy~0),then htrajectory~No Angle

if (dxw0,dy~0),then htrajectory~0

if (dxv0,dy~0),then htrajectory~180

if (dx~0,dyv0),then htrajectory~90

if (dx~0,dy~w0),then htrajectory~270

Angle of Deflection was calculated from the following discon-

tinuous equations:

if (hDeflection§180),then hDeflection

~(hTrajectory t~nz1{hTrajectory t~n){360

Figure 1. The Pathfinder cell motility program uniquely incorporates measurements of cellular position, speed, direction, and
persistence. Although several cellular motility programs are available to measure cellular motility in terms of position and speed, only the
Pathfinder program additionally reports both cellular migration direction and cellular migration persistence.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082444.g001
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if (hDeflectionƒ{180),then hDeflection

~(hTrajectory t~nz1{hTrajectory t~n)z360

Persistence time calculations were performed using a modified

in-house MatLab based program developed by Dr. Douglas

Lauffenburger (MIT) (Data S3).

Nearest neighbor calculations were done in Excel using an

inter-centroid distance matrix of (all cells)6(all cells) for each

frame. Nearest neighbors were defined as cells whose centroids are

within 100 mm of each other. Paired random migration index of

the angle of trajectory (PRMI HTrajectory) calculations were also

done in Excel, where the standard deviation of the migration

directions between pairs of neighboring cells were averaged over

greater than 100 pairs of cells for each condition. This average of

standard deviations is referred to as the PRMI HTrajectory.

Results

The overview and capabilities of the pathfinder software
The JAVA based Pathfinder software was developed to allow

researchers to easily analyze large data sets of time-lapse

fluorescence microscopy videos of motile cells. Since cellular

tracking is already a well-established technique, our software

implements a previously validated tracking algorithm (‘Particle

Tracker’) developed by Sbalzarini et. al to detect each fluorescently

labeled nuclei in each frame (Fig. 2A, left), as well as to assemble

such positional information into cellular tracks (Fig. 2A, right), as

described in their publication [89]. Since cellular positions alone

are of little use to researchers in the cell migration field, we

developed an analysis algorithm to transform the previous ‘Particle

Tracker’ output into an excel spreadsheet that displays calculations

of the speed, the direction, and changes in direction of individual

cells, as well as the average values for a population of cells

(Fig. 2B, S3, and S4). Simultaneous reporting of these

parameters makes the Pathfinder software unique compared to

other available computational motility programs (Fig. 1). In

addition, Pathfinder is capable of running batch parallel process-

ing of unlimited .avi files, allowing for automated and high

throughput data processing of fluorescent time-lapse microscopy

videos, provided they are placed in a single folder that can be

navigated to from within the Pathfinder GUI. The Pathfinder

program requires either a 32 bit or a 64 bit windows operating

system with JAVA Runtime Environment.

Fluorescent Labeling of Cells Does not Significantly Alter
Cell Motility

We compared the migration speeds of wild type MDA-MB-231

cells to MDA-MB-231 cells expressing a nuclear fluorescence

marker in the presence and absence of EGF in order to determine

if the introduction of nuclear marker significantly impacted ligand

induced migration. Unlabeled wild type cells were manual

segmented and analyzed using Pathfinder, while fluorescent

images were automatically segmented and analyzed using

Pathfinder. Introduction of a fluorescent nuclear marker into

these cells did not significantly alter the EGF induced cellular

migration speed (Fig. S3). However, we do not rule out that

different methods of gene delivery and types of nuclear markers

(for instance a fluorescent protein other than histone H2B) could

lead to permanent changes in cell migration.

Using the average absolute angle of deflection to
measure cellular persistence

In order to provide a means for high throughput calculation of

cellular migration persistence, we used a non-traditional, but

direct, approach of calculating the angle of deflection for each cell

at each time. Fig. 2B, bottom left, illustrates how the angle of

deflection measures migration persistence. The diagram represents

a single cell, whose position is measured at three successive time

points (1, 2, and 3, respectively). As the cell travels from 1 to 2 it

maps out a line representing the trajectory of the cell between

these two times. Similarly, as the cell travels from 2 to 3, another

line is formed. The angle of deflection is the angle between these

two lines, where a clockwise turn has a positive value, and a

counterclockwise turn has a negative value. Using this calculation,

each cell at each time can be assigned an angle of deflection, such

that the sampling of many cells at a single time point can provide

an accurate measurement of how straight cells are migrating

within the population. A decrease in the average absolute value of

the angle of deflection for a population of cells (SDhDeflectionDT)

reflects an increase in the migration persistence. We use the

absolute value of the angle of deflection for describing the

persistence of migration in large populations, rather than

maintaining the sign of the angle of deflection, because cells do

not display a bias in which direction they prefer to turn (Fig. 3A).

Figure 2. Angular measurements of cellular migration can
reveal cellular behavior. A) The Pathfinder program converts time-
lapse microscopy videos of fluorescent HaCaT cells (left) to cellular
tracks (right). B) The Pathfinder program uses the positional information
of cellular tracks to calculate speed, where dS represents change in
position and dt represents change in time (top), migration persistence
through the absolute angle of deflection (bottom), and the migration
direction relative to a well-defined axis orientation in the field of view
(right).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082444.g002
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Comparing methods to measure migration persistence
Although we measure migration persistence using the average

absolute angle of deflection, the measurement of migration

persistence is currently conducted in the cell migration field

through the determination of persistence time, which is calculated

using data fitting of time dependent mean squared displacement

trends to Equation 1, where MSD is the mean squared

displacement of the cell, nd is the number of dimensions in which

cells are migrating, S2 represents the squared speed of the cell, P

represents the persistence time of a cell, and t is the time.

MSD~ndS2Pt 1{
P

t
(1{e{tP)

� �
ð1Þ

Persistence time is used to measure migration persistence

because local changes in mean squared displacements trends are

likely to be associated with changes in the direction of cellular

migration, provided that speed is taken into consideration. A key

difference between our approach and the persistence time

approach is that persistence time measurements focus on how

long a cell maintains a direction, while the average absolute angle

of deflection measurements focus on the degree to which cells in a

population turn in each frame. Thus, persistence time measure-

ments reflect behavior over a specified interval of time (usually 2–

4 hours), while the average absolute angle of deflection measure-

ments reflect the relatively instantaneous behavior of cells.

We compared our technique of measuring migration persistence

to the method of measuring persistence time by examining the

time-lapse microscopy videos of two cell lines, MDA-MB-231 and

HaCaT, stably expressing fluorescent nuclear markers and treated

with no ligand, TGFb or EGF. When such videos of HaCaT cells

(24–26 hours post ligand stimulation) are analyzed by the two

methods, both techniques lead to the same conclusions; TGFb and

EGF stimulation cause increased migration persistence, where

EGF has an impact of higher magnitude than that of TGFb
(Fig. 3B). Both methods also agree when the same analysis is

applied to MDA-MB-231 cells, where only TGFb has a low

magnitude effect on migration persistence (Fig. 3B). The

measured persistence time of approximately 30 minutes observed

for EGF stimulated MDA-MB-231 cells is consistent with similar

results from other studies [82]. Since these two techniques yield

the same results under these experimental conditions, we conclude

that both techniques accurately measure migration persistence in

motile cells. However, there is one critical difference between our

method for measuring migration persistence compared to the

persistence time method. Measuring the average absolute angle of

deflection can yield a measurement for migration direction for

each frame, while persistence time calculations require enough

frames to construct a MSD vs time plot to fit to Equation 1. Thus,

the persistence time calculation, which is traditionally calculated

from sampling over 2–4 hours, cannot accurately report when a

cell turns and how much it turns, but instead reports its average

tendency to turn. The value of having the ability to measure

exactly when an to what degree a cell turns will prove useful for

Figure 3. Average absolute angle of deflection measurements accurately depict the migration persistence of cells. A) Cells do not
prefer to turn right or left in either the presence (right) or absence (left) of EGF stimulation. A binned histogram of percent of cells versus percent of
right turns is normal and centered around 50 percent. B) A comparison of persistence time calculations and average absolute angle of deflection
(SDhDeflectionDT) methods for measuring migration persistence yields identical trends in both the presence and absence of either TGFb or EGF for MDA-
MB-231 cells and HaCaT cells. Double asterisks indicate a p value,0.01. Each condition represents greater than 200 cells for persistence time
measurements, and greater than 1000 cells for average absolute angle of deflection measurements.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082444.g003
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future investigations into the mechanism by which cells are guided

and will aid researchers in answering how exactly a cell determines

where to extend its front end.

Overlapping intervals suppresses noise in directional
cellular behavior

The Pathfinder software is unique from other software in that it

calculates angular information about individual cells. However,

such angular information requires that the determination of a cell’s

position be relatively noise free. When we closely examine the

tracks of individual cells, we find that tracks exhibit slight vibration

on the short timescale (7 minutes), such that a cell that migrates

relatively straight does not display a perfectly straight track. As a

result, we use overlapping intervals for our calculations of angular

information in order to suppress the effects of such vibration on

angular calculations. The schematic diagram in Fig. 4A illustrates

how overlapping intervals aid in the reduction of noise in the

calculation of cellular speed, direction, and persistence. Presented

is the path of a single hypothetical cell that travels from positions 1

to 6. When calculating the trajectory of the movement from

position 1 to 2, the resulting vector does not accurately represent

the underlying trajectory of the cell over time. However, as the

calculation is repeated in the same manner for a change in position

from 1 to increasing successive positions, the resulting vectors

quickly converge on the underlying trajectory of the cell. Each

interval represents the cellular behavior in a video that has a frame

rate that is the (acquisition frame rate)6(the interval size). For

instance, if the interval size is 3 frames, then calculations are

conducted on frames 1,4,7,10, and so forth. When successive

intervals are combined, with a single frame shift from one interval

to the next, the resulting data provides a time dependent

parameter that has greatly suppressed noise.

Fig. 4B and C show the effect of increasing interval size on the

time dependent average absolute angle of deflection trend and the

average standard deviation of the absolute angle of deflection

trend for HaCaT cells treated with TGFb. With an interval size of

1 frame, both the average (Fig. 4B) and the error (Fig. 4C) of the

angle deflection measurements are extremely noisy. With increas-

ing interval size, such noise is suppressed, where an interval size of

greater than 2 (corresponding to 14 minutes) does not yield

significant additional suppression of noise. For all cellular

experiments detailed in this investigation, an interval size of 3

frames was used. This method of overlapping intervals was applied

to all measurements, with the exception of persistence time

measurements.

Measuring time dependent changes in migration
persistence and speed

Upon mere qualitative assessment of cellular tracks, cellular

behavior is difficult to deduce for large populations of cells. For

example, when we examine MDA-MB-231 and HaCaT cell

migration in response to either TGFb or EGF by looking at the

tracks of cells between 0 and 35 hours post ligand stimulation,

MDA-MB-231 cells appear to not change behavior in response to

ligand treatments and HaCaT cells appear to respond in the same

manner upon TGFb and EGF stimulation (Fig. 5A and B).

However, MDA-MB-231 cells do in fact respond to ligand

stimulations and HaCaT cells do in fact respond differently to

TGFb and EGF stimulation (Movie S1 and S2), which is

elaborated upon below. Thus, only through rigorous quantitation

can large populations be characterized for their cellular behavior.

Using our quantitative approach to measuring cellular migra-

tion, we were able to determine that either TGFb or EGF causes

MDA-MB-231 cells to migrate faster, but has almost no effect on

how persistently cells migrate. Only stimulation with TGFb causes

a statistically significant (p = 0.003), but extremely small in

magnitude, decrease in migration persistence, as evident by a

slight elevation in the average absolute angle of deflection of cells

(Fig. 5C, top left). Both TGFb and EGF treatments yield an

increase in the average speed of these cells, where EGF response is

early (approximately 1 hour) and TGFb response is late (approx-

imately 10 hours) (Fig. 5C, bottom). In contrast to MDA-MB-

231 cells, both speed and migration persistence are activated by

TGFb and EGF treatment in HaCaT cells, where the effects of

EGF appear early (approximately 1 hour) and the effects of TGFb
appear late (approximately 10 hours) (Fig. 5D). Through our

rigorous quantitation method, we conclude that motility promot-

ing ligand stimulations can differ greatly from each other in terms

of both the effect on cellular migration parameters and the kinetics

of activation, both of which can be determined using the

Pathfinder program. Taken together, this data illustrates the

importance of time resolution in measuring cell migration

responses to environmental stimuli, as well as the importance of

Figure 4. Overlapping Intervals Suppress Angular Noise in
Cellular Migration. A) A schematic representation of a cellular track
illustrates how increasing interval size results in the calculation of a
cellular migration direction that is resistant to track vibration noise. B)
The average absolute angle of deflection as a function of time for TGFb
treated HaCaT H2B mCherry cells for an interval size of one frame shows
strong scattering of measurements. Upon increasing interval size, such
scattering is suppressed. C) Such scattering can be also measured by
measuring the standard deviation in the absolute angle of deflection,
which can be suppressed in a similar manner by increasing interval size.
Data represents greater than 1000 cells for each plot.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082444.g004
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measuring both the speed and the persistence of cells in order to

characterize the full behavior of cell migration.

Quantifying collective migration with nearest neighbor
analyses of angular measurements

The increasing interest in the collective behavior of cells in the

cell migration field prompted us to integrate the capability of

characterizing collective migration into the Pathfinder software.

One already implemented method for measuring collective

migration involves the calculation of the size of collectively

migrating streams of cells [33]. Although this method is certainly a

valid way to measure the ‘collectiveness’ of cells within a

population of cells, it requires a predetermined threshold to

identify whether or not neighboring cells are part of a migrating

stream (a 10 degree difference in migration direction or less is

required to group cells together as a collectively migrating stream).

In contrast, we used Pathfinder and a matrix based calculation to

provide an alternative method for measuring how similar pairs of

neighboring cells are in the directions that they migrate. This

method does not require any predetermined thresholds as mention

above. For each cell, Pathfinder reports the angle of trajectory, or

migration direction. For this parameter, each cell is assigned an

angle that ranges from 0 to 359 degrees relative to a well-defined

set of axes in the field of view. Fig. 2B, right, illustrates the

orientation of these axes in the field of view, and provides an

example of a cell that is migrating in the direction of 45 degrees. In

a similar manner to the case of angle of deflection, each cell gets

such an assignment for each time, providing time resolution of

cellular direction. In order to demonstrate how the angle of

trajectory calculation can be used to characterize collective

migration, we examined HaCaT and MDA-MB-231 cells in

confluent monolayers in response to EGF stimulation. Manual

inspection of the cellular tracks of these monolayers suggests that

neighboring cells migrate in a similar direction in a ligand

dependent manner in HaCaT cells (Fig. 6A, top). This behavior

is not qualitatively observed for MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 6A,
bottom). Since collective migration is defined as the ability of cells

to adopt a common migration direction, we quantified the average

standard deviation of the angle of trajectory, also referred to as the

‘‘paired random migration index’’ (PRMI HTrajectory), amongst

pairs of nearest neighboring cells at 22–26 hours post ligand

stimulation. An increase in this quantity indicates that nearest

neighboring cells are migrating in increasingly different directions,

meaning collective migration is decreasing. We excluded pairs of

neighbors in which one cell migrates with a direction of 0–90

degrees and another cell migrates in a direction of 270–360

Figure 5. Measuring individual cellular behavior with speed and migration persistence reveals cell type and ligand specific cellular
migration behavior. Cellular tracks of low density cells are displayed for treatments of either Mock, TGFb or EGF for MDA-MB-231 cells (A) or HaCaT
cells (B). Calibration bars represent 150 mm. C) Neither TGF-Beta nor EGF stimulation affects migration persistence in MDA-MB-231cells (top). In
contrast, both treatments affect cellular speed, but with different induction kinetics (bottom). D) In HaCaT cells, both ligand treatments affect
migration persistence and cellular speed (top and bottom, respectively). However, EGF stimulates migration persistence with earlier kinetics than that
of TGFb (top), and EGF is a poor stimulator of migration speed (bottom, right). Each condition represents greater than 1000 cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082444.g005
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degrees, as these pairs would have a falsely high standard deviation

due to the discontinuous transition between 360 degrees and 1

degrees. In agreement with our qualitative observations of cellular

tracks, nearest neighboring HaCaT cells display a lower PRMI

HTrajectory in response to EGF stimulation (Fig. 6B). We

compared nearest neighbor behavior to random pairing behavior

in order to identify when shared behavior of cells is global versus

local. If random pairing does not change the magnitude of the

PRMI HTrajectory, then the shared behavior is entirely global. In

contrast, when such magnitudes are affected by random pairing,

the phenomenon is local. Upon random pairing of HaCaT cells, a

similar trend is observed for the PRMI HTrajectory, but the

magnitudes increase for both mock treatment and EGF treatment.

Thus, EGF stimulation of HaCaT cells activates local collective

migration, which diminishes with increasing distance between

neighbors. As a control, we repeated our nearest neighbor

calculations after substitution of random angles of trajectory

(nearest neighbors random angles) in order to determine that the

maximum value for the PRMI HTrajectory is approximately 85

degrees in both the presence and absence of EGF stimulation. This

maximum value is greater than that of the PRMI HTrajectory in the

absence of ligand stimulation, revealing that HaCaT cells do

display a small degree of collective migration, which we were not

able to detect upon manual qualitative inspection of time-lapse

videos. Using the same technique on MDA-MB-231 cells, we

found that these cells display a statistically significant, but low

magnitude, increase in the PRMI HTrajectory amongst nearest

neighbors in response to EGF, suggesting that ligand stimulation

of these cells causes neighboring cells to exhibit slight repulsion,

and migrate more in opposing directions upon EGF stimulation

(Fig. 6C). Random pairing of MDA-MB-231 cells led to an

increase in the magnitude of the PRMI HTrajectory, revealing that

the collective migration of these cells is entirely a local

phenomenon. Substitution of random angles of trajectories into

data sets revealed a similar maximum value for the PRMI

HTrajectory, which was approximately 85 degrees. Whether or not

the apparent collective migration behavior of neighboring MDA-

MB-231 cells in the absence of ligand stimulation constitutes

collective migration according to the accepted definition will

require further investigation into the requirement of cellular

Figure 6. Angular measurements can be used to quantify collective migration behavior. A) Cellular tracks of confluent monolayers of
HaCaT (top) and MDA-MB-231 cells (bottom) in the presence and absence of EGF stimulation. Calibration bar represents 150 mm. B) Confluent
monolayers of HaCaT cells in the presence and absence of EGF stimulation were quantified for their collective migration behavior by calculating the
average standard deviation of the angle of trajectory (also called the paired random migration index (PRMI fiTajectory) amongst nearest neighboring
cells. Random pairing was used to determine whether the observed behavior was local or global amongst the population. C) The same quantification
was conducted for MDA-MB-231 cells. D) Cellular tracks of epithelial sheets of HaCaT cells in the presence and absence of EGF stimulation. Calibration
bar represents 150 mm. E) Inspection of the spatial distribution of collective migration behavior reveals that EGF stimulation elicits collective
migration that propagates away from the leading edge. Double asterisks indicate a p value , 0.01.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0082444.g006
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junctions in this process. However, it is worth noting that the

neighboring cells do in fact have physical contact with each other

(Fig. S4), albeit for short timescales (data not shown).

Using nearest neighbor analyses of angular
measurements to characterize collective migration in
epithelial sheets

In order to determine the versatility of our method of collective

migration quantification, we repeated our experiments on HaCaT

cells using EGF stimulation, but under the condition in which cells

were arranged into epithelial sheets (Fig. 6D and Movie S3). We

asked whether or not ligand stimulation instantaneously affects all

cells equally in an epithelial sheet, and found that the collective

behavior response to EGF stimulation propagates away from the

leading edge of an epithelial sheet overtime as indicated by

propagation of decreasing PRMI HTrajectory away from the leading

edge of an epithelial sheet (Fig. 6E). Thus, our technique of

quantitatively characterizing collective migration has proven

useful to determine the spatial collective migration properties

throughout a population of cells.

Discussion

The pathfinder software provides novel useful tools for
studying individual and collective cell migration

Our Pathfinder software is the first high throughput automated

cell migration software to conduct measurements of instantaneous

angular parameters for the quantification of cell migration

behavior. Our parameter of the angle of deflection has proven

useful for characterizing the migration persistence of cells in two

dimensional fluorescence microscopy experiments. In addition to

helping researchers investigate the molecular mechanisms behind

migration persistence, this parameter can be used to identify the

differential temporal responses of cells to distinct ligand stimula-

tions, and can provide insight into the molecular mechanisms

behind each ligand response. Furthermore, the available cell

migration software has been entirely devoid of tools that can be

used to readily quantify collective migration. As a result,

investigations of collective migration have been more appropri-

ately described as qualitative rather than quantitative. The

Pathfinder software provides the first high throughput tool to

quantitatively characterize collective cell migration using the angle

of trajectory parameter, which can be used to determine the

‘‘Paired Random Migration Index’’ (PRMI HTrajectory) amongst

nearest neighbors. This tool is likely to propel the collective

migration field forward, as it can provide a means for accurately

measuring the degree to which cells are migrating collectively, with

both spatial and temporal resolution. Our method of measuring

collective migration was able to reveal hidden collective cellular

behavior that cannot be easily detected qualitatively from cellular

tracks, such as the local collective migration behavior amongst

pairs of MDA-MB-231 cells, and the ability of EGF stimulation to

suppress this behavior. In conclusion, our Pathfinder software

provides novel techniques for characterizing cellular migration in a

high throughput platform, which are likely to aid the cell

migration field in its investigation of the molecular mechanisms

behind individual and collective migration.

Supporting Information

Data S1 Pathfinder Program. The Pathfinder program is an

executable JAVA program that requires installation of JAVA

Runtime Environment on a Windows operating system.

(JAR)

Data S2 A sample output from Pathfinder. A sheet of

HaCaT H2B-mCherry cells were analyzed for individual cell

migration from a microscopy video between 22 and 25.5 hours

post 100 nM EGF stimulation. Frames were acquired every

7 minutes. Analysis was conducted with a frame binning of 3

frames (21 minutes).

(XLSX)

Data S3 A MATLAB script to convert mean squared
displacement (MSD) versus time data from a Pathfinder
output into persistence time. This MATLAB script requires

user input of MSD and time data for each cell and converts this

information into persistence time.

(M)

Figure S1 Parameter descriptions for the Pathfinder
program GUI. User input parameters are: Cell Outer Radius,

Cell Minimum Radius (Cutoff), Percentage of Pixels with Nuclear

Signal (Percentile), How Far an Average Cell is Tolerated to

Migrate From Frame to Frame (Disp./Frame), How Many Frames

to Bin for Calculations (Frame Binning), Minimum Tack Length

(Min. Trajectory Length), Number of Parallel Threads (Threads),

Folder Path for Folder with Videos (AVI Folder).

(TIF)

Figure S2 A description of output calculations from the
Pathfinder program. Each cell receives a cellular ID number

(1), for each frame (2). In each frame a cell is assigned an X (3) and

Y (4) coordinate, a displacement from the last frame in pixels (5),

an angle of trajectory (6), an angle of deflection (7) and a mean

squared displacement (8). Mean squared displacements can be

used to calculate the persistence time for a cell. For the population

of cells, Pathfinder reports the frame (9) dependent change in the

average displacement (10), the average angle of trajectory (11), the

percentage of cells turning greater than 90 degrees (12), and the

average absolute angle of deflection (13). Additionally, Pathfinder

reports a binned histogram of percent of cells versus the possible

migration directions from 0 to 359 degrees (14 and 15). Lastly, the

number of cellular tracks is reported (16).

(TIF)

Figure S3 Wild type MDA-MB-231 cells and MDA-MB-
231 H2B-mCherry cells migrate with similar speeds in
the presence and absence of EGF stimulation. Brightfield

microscopy videos of mock and EGF treated wild type (WT)

MDA-MB-231 cells were manually measured for position over the

course of a 10 frame interval (7 minutes/frame) after 24 hours

ligand or mock stimulation and the average speed of cells was

calculated with a frame binning of 3. The same analysis was done

on parallel videos of MDA-MB-231 using pathfinder, which

yielded similar results for WT and labeled cells in the speed of

migration in the presence and absence of EGF. 50 cells were used

for this comparison for each condition.

(TIF)

Figure S4 MDA-MB-231 cells maintain physical contact
with their nearest neighboring cell. Brightfield microscopy

of EGF treated MDA-MB-231 cells reveals that nearest neigh-

boring cells have physical contact with each other.

(TIF)

Movie S1 MDA-MB-231 cells at low density upon either
mock, TGFb, or EGF treatment. MDA-MB-231 cells with an

H2B-mCherry nuclear marker were observed by time-lapse

microscopy using the mCherry fluorescence channel. Each frame

represents 7 minutes.

(AVI)
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Movie S2 HaCaT cells at low density upon either mock,
TGFb, or EGF treatment. HaCaT cells with an H2B-mCherry

nuclear marker were observed by time-lapse microscopy using the

mCherry fluorescence channel. Each frame represents 7 minutes.

(AVI)

Movie S3 Epithelial sheets of HaCaT cells upon either
mock or EGF treatment. HaCaT cells with an H2B-mCherry

nuclear marker were assembled into epithelial sheets and observed

by time-lapse microscopy using the mCherry fluorescence

channel. Each frame represents 7 minutes.

(AVI)
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